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Let F be a field of characteristic zero. In this paper we construct a finite
dimensional F-algebra with involution M and we study its )-polynomial identities;
on one hand we determine a generator of the corresponding T-ideal of the free
algebra with involution and on the other we give a complete description of the
multilinear )-identities through the representation theory of the hyperoctahedral
group. As an outcome of this study we show that the )-variety generated by M,
Ž .var M, ) has almost polynomial growth, i.e., the sequence of )-codimensions of
M cannot be bounded by any polynomial function but any proper )-subvariety of
Ž .var M, ) has polynomial growth. If G is the algebra constructed in Giambruno2
Ž .and Mishchenko preprint , we next prove that M and G are the only two finite2
dimensional algebras with involution generating )-varieties with almost polynomial
growth. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let F be a field of characteristic zero and A an F-algebra with
 4involution ). Let X s x , x , . . . be a countable set of unknowns and1 2
² :  U U 4F X, ) s F x , x , x , x , . . . the free associative algebra with involu-1 1 2 2
tion over F.
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Ž U U . ² :Recall that a polynomial f x , x , . . . , x , x in F X, ) is a )-iden-1 1 m m
Ž U U .tity for A if f a , a , . . . , a , a s 0 under all substitutions a , . . . , a g1 1 m m 1 m
Ž . ² :A. The set Id A, ) of all )-identities of A is a T-ideal of F X, ) , i.e.,
² :an ideal invariant under all endomorphisms of F X, ) commuting with
the involution ).
Ž .It is well known that since char F s 0, the ideal Id A, ) is determined
by the multilinear )-polynomials it contains, hence if, for every n G 1, we
Ž .define V ) as the vector space of multilinear )-polynomials of degree nn
U U  Ž . Ž .4in x , x , . . . , x , x , we shall consider V ) l Id A, ) .1 1 n n n nG1
The integral sequence
V )Ž .n
c A , ) s dim , n s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž .n F V ) l Id A , )Ž . Ž .n
is called the sequence of )-codimensions of A and is an important
numerical invariant which is the object of our study.
In order to have a clearer picture, it is perhaps more appropriate to use
Ž w x.the language of varieties of linear algebras see 9 . To this end let V be a
Ž .variety of algebras with involution we regard ) as a unary operation . If I
² : ² :is the T-ideal of F X, ) of )-identities of V , then F X, ) rI is the
Ž .relatively free algebra of V and c V , ) measures the space of multilin-n
Ž . ² :ear polynomials in the first n variables and their ) of F X, ) rI; hence,
Ž .if var A, ) is the variety generated by the algebra with involution A,
Ž . Ž Ž . .c A, ) s c var A, ) , ) .n n
Ž .In case V is a proper variety or A satisfies a nontrivial )-identity, it
w x Ž . Ž .was proved in 6 that, as in the ordinary noninvolution case, c A, ) isn
exponentially bounded; this means that there exist constants a , b such
Ž . nthat c A, ) F ab for all n G 1.n
We say that a )-variety V has polynomial growth if there exist a , t
Ž . tsuch that c V , ) F a n ; finally we say that V has almost polynomialn
Ž .growth if c V , ) cannot be bounded by any polynomial function but anyn
proper subvariety of V has polynomial growth.
Varieties of algebras with involution with polynomial growth were char-
w x w xacterized in 7 and 5 using the language of the representation theory of
w xthe hyperoctahedral group. Also in 5 the authors constructed an algebra,
Ž .denoted G , such that var G , ) has almost polynomial growth.2 2
In this paper we introduce a new finite dimensional algebra with
involution, denoted M and we give a complete description of the ideal of
)-identities of M through the representation theory of the hyperoctahe-
Ž . Ž .dral group. We motivate our interest in M by proving that: 1 var M, )
Ž .has almost polynomial growth and 2 M and G are the only two finite2
dimensional algebras with involution sharing such distinguished property.
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Our study has two analogous settings: that of associative algebras and
that of Lie algebras. In the theory of associative algebras the role of G2
and M are played by the infinite dimensional Grassmann algebra G and
by the algebra of 2 = 2 upper triangular matrices UT . Such study has2
w xbeen carried out for associative algebras by 8 .
In the theory of varieties of Lie algebras a complete description of the
solvable varieties with almost polynomial growth has been given by
Ž w x.Mishchenko see 13 . So far only one example of a nonsolvable variety
with almost polynomial growth has been constructed: this is the variety
Ž w x.generated by the three-dimensional simple Lie algebra see 3 . The
existence of new examples of nonsolvable varieties with almost polynomial
growth seems an interesting and hard problem in the theory of varieties of
Lie algebras.
The main tool in this paper is the representation theory of the symmet-
ric group or of the hyperoctahedral group Z ; S . After introducing the2 n
main tools and definitions in section 2, we give a thoughtful description of
the algebra M and its )-identities. The techniques in this section are
w x Ž .inspired by 12 . The last section is devoted to prove that var M, ) has the
properties described above.
2. GENERALITIES
Throughout F is a field of characteristic zero and A an F-algebra with
q  < U4 y  < U4involution ). Let A s a g A a s a and A s a g A a s ya be
the sets of symmetric and skew elements of A, respectively.
If we set s s x q xU and k s x y xU , i s 1, 2, . . . , then, since char Fi i i i i i
² :/ 2, we can regard the free algebra with involution F X, ) as generated
² : ² :by symmetric and skew variables, i.e., F X, ) s F s , k , s , k , . . . ; by1 1 2 2
Ž .recalling that V ) is the vector space of multilinear polynomials ofn
degree n in x , xU , . . . , x , xU , it follows that1 1 n n
<V ) s Span w ??? w s g S , w s s orŽ . n F s Ž1. s Žn. n i i
w s k , i s 1, . . . , n ;4i i
Ž .hence a monomial M s , k , . . . , s , k is multilinear if, for every i s1 1 n n
1, . . . , n, either s or k appears exactly once in M.i i
 4Let H be the hyperoctahedral group of degree n. If Z s 1, ) is then 2
multiplicative group of order 2 and S is the symmetric group of degree n,n
then H is the wreath product H s Z ; S and we writen n 2 n
<H s a , . . . , a ; s a g Z , s g S 4Ž .n 1 n i 2 n
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with multiplication given by
a , . . . , a ; s b , . . . , b ; t s a b y1 , . . . , a b y1 ; st .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n 1 n 1 s Ž1. n s Žn.
Ž .The space V ) has a structure of the left H -module induced by definingn n
Ž . as Ž i. Ž w x.for h s a , . . . , a ; s g H , hs s s , hk s k s "k see 6 . A1 n n i s Ž i. i s Ž i. s Ž i.
Ž .useful property of this action is that if Id A, ) is the T-ideal of )-identi-
Ž . Ž .ties of an algebra with involution A, then V ) l Id A, ) is invariantn
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..under this action; hence we can view V ) r V ) l Id A, ) as ann n
Ž .H -module. Its character x A, ) is called the nth )-cocharacter of An n
and
c A , ) s x A , ) 1 s dim V ) r V ) l Id A , )Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n F n n
is called the nth )-codimension of A.
Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible
Ž .H -characters and pairs of partitions l, m , where l & r, m & n y r, forn
Ž .all r s 0, 1, . . . , n. For a pair of partitions l, m let x denote thel, m
corresponding irreducible H -character. Then we can decompose then
Ž .H -character x A, ) into a sum of irreducibles and we getn n
n
x A , ) s m x ,Ž . Ý Ýn l , m l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
where m G 0 are the corresponding multiplicities.l, m
Ž . Ž .The study of V ) l Id A, ) can be reconduced to the study ofn
smaller spaces invariant under the action of the product of two symmetric
 4groups as follows. For any r g 0, . . . , n , let V be the space ofr , nyr
multilinear polynomials in s , . . . , s , k , . . . , k . In order to simplify the1 r rq1 n
notation we write s s y , . . . , s s y , k s z , . . . , k s z and we view1 1 r r rq1 1 n nyr
V as the sapce of multilinear polynomials in the independent symmet-r , nyr
ric variables y , . . . , y and skew variables z , . . . , z . If we let S act on1 r 1 nyr r
the symmetric variables y , . . . , y and S act on the skew variables1 r nyr
z , . . . , z , we obtain an action of S = S on V and, since V1 nyr r nyr r , nyr r , nyr
Ž .l Id A, ) is invariant under this action,
Vr , nyr
V A , ) sŽ .r , nyr V l Id A , )Ž .r , nyr
Ž .has an induced structure of left S = S -module; we write c A, )r nyr r , nyr
for the S = S -character of this module. By complete reducibility wer nyr
can decompose
c A , ) s m x m x ,Ž . Ž .Ýr , nyr l , m l m
l&r
m&nyr
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Ž . Žwhere x respectively, x denotes the irreducible S -character respec-l m r
.tively, S -character , x m x is the irreducible S = S -character as-ny r l m r nyr
Ž .sociated to the pair l, m and m G 0 is the corresponding multiplicity.l, m
We also denote
c A , ) s dim V A , ) .Ž . Ž .r , nyr r , nyr
The relation between the H -characters and the S = S -characters isn r nyr
w xgiven in 4, Theorem 1.3 as follows: for any algebra with involution A
then, for all r F n, we have
n
x A , ) s m x andŽ . Ý Ýn l , m l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
c A , ) s m x m x .Ž . Ž .Ýr , nyr l , m l m
l&r
m&nyr
Ž . Ž .Moreover, c A, ) and c A, ) are related by the following equality:n r , nyr
n
nc A , ) s c A , ) .Ž . Ž .Ýn r , nyrž /r
rs0
3. THE ALGEBRA M
In this section we introduce the algebra M and we state our main results
concerning M. Namely in the first theorem we determine the nth )-
Ž .cocharacter of M and in the second we find a basis of Id M, ) .
Let e denote the usual matrix units and definei j
A s F e q e [ Fe [ Fe [ Fe [ Fe .Ž .11 33 12 13 22 23
A is a subalgebra of 3 = 3 upper triangular matrices over F. Moreover A
has an involution ) obtained by reflecting a matrix along its secondary
diagonal, i.e.,
U
u r t u s t
s .0 ¤ s 0 ¤ rž / ž /0 0 u 0 0 u
Clearly dim Aqs 4 and dim Ays 1. Notice that I s Fe is a two-sided13
ideal of A invariant under ) and let M s ArI. Clearly M is a four-dimen-
sional algebra with induced involution that we shall denote ).
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If we denote
e q e q I s a, e q I s b ,11 33 22
e q I s c, e q I s cU ,12 23
 U4then M s Span a, b, c, c with the following multiplication tableF
Ua b c c
a a 0 c 0
Ub 0 b 0 c
c 0 c 0 0
U Uc c 0 0 0
q  U4 y  U4Notice that M s Span a, b, c q c , M s Span c y c . Also, it is easy
to see that z z ’ 0 is a )-identity of M.1 2
² :In the sequel, if S : F X, ) , is any set of polynomials, we denote by
² : ² :S the T-ideal of F X, ) generated by S. Our aim is to show thatT
Ž .actually z z ’ 0 is a basis for the )-identities of M, i.e., that Id M, ) s1 2
² :z z . We start with the following.T1 2
² :Remark 1. For every variable x, z xz g z z .T1 2 1 2
² : ² :q ² :yProof. Write F X, ) s F X, ) q F X, ) . Since zy q yz g
² :y Ž . ² :F X, ) it follows that z y q yz z s z yz g z z . Hence sinceT1 1 2 1 2 1 2
q y q Ž U . y Ž U .x s x q x where x s x q x r2 and x s x y x r2 we have that
² :z xz g z z .T1 2 1 2
Remark 2. For any 1 F t F n and for any permutations s g S , t gt
S , we haveny t
² :y ??? y zy ??? y s y ??? y zy ??? y mod z z .Ž .Ts Ž1. s Ž t . t Ž tq1. t Žn. 1 t tq1 n 1 2
Proof. Let u , u , u be monomials in symmetric variables and write1 2 3
w xw s u y y u zu , where i ) j. Since w s u y y u zu q u y , y u zu ,1 i j 2 3 1 j i 2 3 1 i j 2 3
w x ² :yand y , y g F X, ) , by Remark 1, it follows that w s u y y u zu1 2 1 j i 2 3
Ž ² : .mod z z . Hence in every monomialT2 2
y ??? y zy ??? yi i i i1 t tq1 n
we can reorder the variables to the left and to the right of z as claimed.
Ž . ² :We shall next compute the H -cocharacters of Id M, ) and z z .Tn 1 2
Write
n
x M , ) s m x 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ýn l , m l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
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and
n
X² :x z z s m x , 2Ž .Ž . Ý ÝTn 1 2 l , m l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
Ž .where x is the irreducible H -character associated to the pair l, ml, m n
and m G 0, mX G 0 are the corresponding multiplicities. Since thel, m l, m
algebra M satisfies the identity z z ’ 0 the following remark is obvious.1 2
Remark 3. For any partitions l & r, m & n y r, m F mX .l, m l, m
We next state the two main results about the algebra M.
Ž . nTHEOREM 1. Let x M, ) s Ý Ý m x be the nth )-n rs0 l, m l, ml&r
m&nyr
cocharacter of M. Then m s q q 1 if eitherl, m
Ž . Ž . Ž .1 l s p q q, p , m s 1 for all p G 0, q G 0, or
Ž . Ž .2 l s p q q, p , m s B for all p G 1, q G 0, or
Ž . Ž .3 l s p q q, p, 1 , m s B for all p G 1, q G 0.
In all other cases m s 0, except the case m s 1.l, m Žn., B
Ž .THEOREM 2. The identity z z ’ 0 is a basis of Id M, ) .1 2
We shall prove both the theorems at the same time; their proof will
follow from a sequence of lemmas.
4. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS
For any partition l of an integer t and a Young tableau T we let Rl Tl
and C be the subgroups of row and column permutations of T , respec-T ll
Ž .tively; then e s Ý sgn t st is an essential idempotent of FS andT tsgRl TltgCTl
FS e is a minimal left ideal of FS .t T tl
Let l & r, m & n y r, and W be a left irreducible S = S -module;l, m r nyr
if T is a tableau of shape l, and T a tableau of shape m, thenl m
Ž .W ( F S = S e e where S and S act on disjoint sets ofl, m r nyr T T r nyrl m
integers.
Ž . Ž² : .Throughout this section we assume that x M, ) and x z z Tn l, m 1 2
Ž . Ž .have the decompositions given in 1 and 2 . We start with
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 1. Let p G 0 and q G 0. If l s p q q, p and m s 1 then
m s mX s q q 1.l, m l, m
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Proof. For every i s 0, . . . , q define the following two tableaux: T Ž i. isl
the tableau
i q 1 i q 2 ??? i q p 1 2 ??? i i q 2 p q 2 ??? n
i q p q 2 i q p q 3 ??? i q 2 p q 1
and
T Ž i. s i q p q 1.m
We associate with T Ž i. and T Ž i. the polynomiall m
Ž i. i qyia y , y , z s y y ??? y z y ??? y y ,Ž . Ä Äp , q 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
p p
where the overbar, tilde mean alternation on the corresponding elements.
The polynomial aŽ i. is obtained from the essential idempotent corre-p, q
Ž Ž i. Ž i..sponding to the pair of tableaux T , T by identifying all the elementsl m
in each row of l.
Ž .We shall next prove that, modulo Id M, ) , the q q 1 polynomials
Ž i. Ž .a y , y , z , i s 0, . . . , q, are linearly independent over F and this willp, q 1 2
complete the proof since the complete linearization of these polynomials
will generate distinct irreducible isomorphic modules in the decomposition
Ž .of V M, ) .ny1, 1
q Ž i. Ž . Ž Ž ..Suppose not, let Ý a a y , y , z s 0 mod Id M, ) and let t sis0 i p, q 1 2
 4 Ž t . Ž i. Ž Ž ..max i : a / 0 ; then a a q Ý a a s 0 mod Id M, ) .i t p, q i- t i p, q
If we now substitute y with y q y , we obtain1 1 3
&t qyt
a y q y y q y ??? y q y zy ??? y y q yŽ . Ž . Ž .ÄŽ .t 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 2 1 3
&i qyiq a y q y y q y ??? y q y zy ??? y y q y s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .ÄÝ Ž .i 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 2 1 3
i-t
mod Id M , ) .Ž .Ž .
< <Since F s ‘, all the homogeneous components are still )-identities for
M and we look at the homogeneous component of degree t q p in y and1
of degree q y t in y . If we make in such component the evaluation3
U Ž U .y s a, y s y s b and z s c y c we obtain a a c y c b s a c s 0;1 2 3 t t
this means that a s 0, a contradiction.t
We have proved that the q q 1 polynomials aŽ i. , i s 0, . . . , q arep, q
Ž .linearly independent modulo Id M, ) . Notice that, for every i, the com-
Ž i. Ž . Ž .Ž i. Ž i.plete linearization of a y , y , z is e e y , . . . , y , z ; it followsp, q 1 2 T T 1 ny1l m
that the polynomials e Ž i. e Ž i., i s 0, . . . , q, are linearly independent mod-T Tl m
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Ž .ulo Id M, ) . Hence they generate distinct copies of the same irreducible
Ž . Ž .module associated to l, m in the module decomposition of V M, ) .ny1, 1
This implies that m G q q 1.l, m
Ž .Let now, T and T be any two tableaux and f s f y , . . . , y , z sl m 1 ny1
Ž .e e y , . . . , y , z the corresponding polynomial. We look at the poly-T T 1 ny1l m
nomial f modulo the identity z z ’ 0.1 2
Recall that by Remark 2, in every monomial of f the symmetric
Ž . Ž ² : .variables to the left and to the right of z can be rearranged mod z z .T1 2
² :It follows that, if f f z z , then every two alternating variables in fT1 2
must lie on different sides of z. Since f is a linear combination, modulo
² :z z , of polynomials each alternating on p pairs of symmetric vari-T1 2
ables, it follows that f is a linear combination of the polynomials e Ž i. e Ž i.,T Tl m
i s 0, . . . , q. This says that mX F q q 1. Recalling that, by Remark 3,l, m
X Xm F m , we then get m s m s q q 1.l, m l, m l, m l, m
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let p G 1 and q G 0. If l s p q q, p and m s B then
m s mX s q q 1.l, m l, m
Proof. For every i s 0, . . . , q we define two tableaux: T Ž i. is thel
tableau
iq1 iq2 ??? iqpy1 iqpq1 1 ??? i iq2 pq1 ??? n
iqpq2 iqpq3 ??? iq2 p iqp
and
T Ž i. s B.m
We associate with T Ž i. and T Ž i. the polynomiall m
Ž i. i qyiw xb y , y s y y ??? y y , y y ??? y yŽ . Ä Äp , q 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
p y 1 p y 1
where, as in Lemma 1, the overbar, tilde mean alternation on the corre-
sponding elements. We want to prove that the polynomials bŽ i. i s 0, . . . , q,p, q
Ž .are linearly independent over F modulo Id M, ) . Suppose not and let
q Ž i. Ž Ž ..  4Ý a b s 0 mod Id M, ) ; let t s max i : a / 0 . By substituting yis0 i p, q i 1
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with y q y , we obtain1 3
&t qytw xa y q y y q y ??? y q y y , y q y y ??? y y q yŽ . Ž . Ž .ÄŽ .t 1 3 1 3 1 3 2 1 3 2 2 1 3^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
p y 1p y 1
&iq a y q y y q y ??? y q yŽ . Ž .Ý Ž .i 1 3 1 3 1 3^ ‘ _i-t
p y 1
qy iw x= y , y q y y ??? y y q yŽ .Ä2 1 3 2 2 1 3^ ‘ _
p y 1
s 0 mod Id M , ) .Ž .Ž .
Let g be the homogeneous component of degree t q p in y and of1
degree q y t in y ; g is still a )-identity for M and if we evaluate y s a,3 1
U Ž U .y s b q c q c , y s b we obtain a c y c s 0 so a s 0 and this is a2 3 t t
contradiction. As in the previous lemma, this implies that m G q q 1.l, m
Ž .Let T be a tableau of shape l and f s f y , y the polynomiall T 1 2l
Ž .obtained by identifying in e y , . . . , y the variables corresponding to theT 1 nl
² :elements in the rows of T . We shall prove that f is modulo z z aTl 1 2
Ž i. Ž .linear combination of b y , y , i s 0, . . . , q. Since p G 1, f contains atp, q 1 2
least one pair of alternating elements. By a repeated application of the
w xrelation y y s y y q y , y , we can move y next to the variable y1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
where an alternating pair is being formed, hence f can be written as a
linear combination of polynomials each containing at least one commuta-
w xtor y , y . Since a commutator of two symmetric elements is a skew1 2
element then, by taking into account Remark 2, it follows that, modulo
² :z z , we may assume that every two alternating variables must lie onT1 2
w xdifferent sides of y , y . It follows that f is a linear combination of the1 2
polynomials bŽ i. , i s 0, . . . , q.p, q
Ž .We have proved that for every tableau T , f y , y is a linear combina-l T 1 2l
Ž i. Ž .tion of the polynomials b . Since the polynomials e y , . . . , y andp, q T 1 nl
Ž i.Ž .e y , . . . , y are obtained by complete linearization from the monomialT 1 nl
Ž i. ² :f and f , it follows that, modulo z z , e is a linear combination ofTT T 1 2 Tl l l
the polynomials eŽ i., i s 0, . . . , q. Hence mX F q q 1 and, since mX GT l, m l, ml Xm G q q 1 we get m s m s q q 1.l, m l, m l, m
Ž .LEMMA 3. Let p G 1 and q G 0. If l s p q q, p, 1 and m s B then
m s mX s q q 1.l, m l, m
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Proof. For every i s 0, . . . , q, let T Ž i. be the tableaul
iqp iq1 ??? iqpy1 1 2 ??? i iq2 pq4 ??? n
iqpq1 iqpq3 ??? iq2 pq1
iqpq2
We associate to T Ž i. the polynomiall
Ž i. i qyic y , y , y s y y ??? y y y y y ??? y y .Ž . Ã Ä Ã Äp , q 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 1^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
p y 1 p y 1
We want to prove that the q q 1 polynomials cŽ i. , i s 0, . . . , q arep, q
Ž .linearly independent over F modulo Id M, ) .
q Ž i. Ž .  4If not, let Ý a c y , y , y ’ 0 and let t s max i : a / 0 . Let usis0 i p, q 1 2 3 i
substitute y with y q y and consider the homogeneous component of1 1 4
degree q y t in y and degree t q p q 1 in y . By evaluating y s a,4 1 1
y s y s b, y s c q cU , we obtain a s 0, a contradiction. This implies2 4 3 t
that m G q q 1.l, m
Ž .Let now, T be any tableau and f s f y , y , y be the polynomiall T 1 2 3l
Ž .obtained from e y , y , y by identifying the elements in the rows of T .T 1 2 3 ll
Then f is a sum of monomials of the type w y w y w y where the w 's1 i 2 i 3 i i1 2 3
are monomials in symmetric variables. By using the relation y y s y y qi j j i
w xy , y , for y and y and by applying Remark 2, we get that either f is ai j i i1 3
consequence of z z ’ 0 or we can write f as a linear combination of the1 2
polynomials cŽ i. . As in the previous lemma, the linearization of thep, q
polynomials f and cŽ i. lead to the conclusion that mX F q q 1. ItT p, q l, ml Xfollows that m s m s q q 1.l, m l, m
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 AND THEOREM 2:
CONSEQUENCES
Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Since dim Mqs 3 and dim MyF F
w x Ž . Ž .s 1, by 4 we get that if m / 0 with h l F 3 and h m F 1. Moreoverl, m
² : Ž .by Remark 1, for every variable x, z xz g z z : Id M, ) and thisT1 2 1 2
< <implies that m s 0 whenever m G 2.l, m
Ž . Ž .Suppose first that m s 1 and l s l , l , . . . , l and l / 0. In this1 2 t 3
case for any f g V and for any tableau T of shape l & n y 1, e f isny1, 1 l Tl
a linear combination of polynomials each alternating on three symmetric
Ž w x.variables see 14 .
² :We claim that e f g z z and so, as a consequence is a )-identityTT 1 2l
of M. In fact, let w s w y w y w y w where the w 's are monomials in1 1 2 2 3 3 4 i
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the skew variable z and in the remaining symmetric variables and the
overbar means alternation on the corresponding variables. If for instance z
appears in the monomial w then, by Remark 2, the monomials to the left2
and to the right of z can be rearranged; hence w s w y y w w y w s1 1 2 2 3 3 4
w x Ž ² : .w y , y w w y w s 0 mod z z . It follows that e f is a )-identityT1 1 2 2 3 3 4 1 2 Tl
Ž . Ž .of M. This means that if m / 0 and m s 1 then h l F 2.l, m
Ž .Let us now consider the case when m s B. Of course for l s n we
have m s 1. Suppose now that l G 2. In this case for any f g VŽn., B 3 n, 0
and for any tableau T of shape l & n, we have that e f is a linearl Tl
combination of polynomials each alternating in at least two sets of three
symmetric variables. Using the previous technique we obtain that e f is aTl
consequence of z z ’ 0 and so is a )-identity for M. It follows that if1 2
m / 0 and m s B then l F 1. The conclusion now follows by noticingl, m 3
² : Ž .that z z : Id M, ) and, that by Lemmas 1, 2, 3, these two idealsT1 2
have the same sequence of )-cocharacters.
Recall that if A is an algebra with involution ) satisfying a nontrivial
Ž .)-identity, then the sequence of )-codimensions c A, ) is exponentiallyn
Ž w x.bounded see 6 . Then in this case one naturally defines
n n
exp A , ) s lim sup c A , ) , exp A , ) s lim inf c A , )' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
n“‘n“‘
and, in case of equality,
exp A , ) s exp A , ) s exp A , ) .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Another numerical sequence that can be attached to an algebra with
Ž .involution is given by the sequence of colengths: if x A, ) sn
Ýn Ý m x is the decomposition of the nth )-cocharacter ofrs0 l, m l, ml&r
m&nyr
A, then one defines the nth )-colength of A as
n
l A , ) s m .Ž . Ý Ýn l , m
rs0 l&r
m&nyr
w xIt was proved in 1 that if A satisfies a nontrivial identity, the sequence
Ž .l A, ) is polynomially bounded.n
Ž . Ž .In the next corollary we shall compute exp M, ) and l M, ) for alln
n G 1. We need to introduce some notation. For a partition l & n, let
Ž .d s x 1 be the degree of the irreducible S -character x . If d sl l n l l, m
Ž .x 1 is the degree of the irreducible H -character corresponding to thel, m n
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Ž .pair l, m , where l & r, m & n y r, then it is well known that d sl, m
nŽ . d d .l mr
If A is any algebra not necessarily with involution, then we shall denote
Ž . ² : Ž .by Id A the T-ideal of the free algebra F X of ordinary polynomial
identities of A. If we denote with V the vector space of multilinearn
polynomials in x , . . . , x , then1 n
Vn
c A s dim , n s 1, 2, . . .Ž .n F V l Id AŽ .n
is the sequence of codimensions of A. In case A is an algebra with
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.involution, it can be checked that c A F c A, ) see 6 .n n
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1. 1 exp M, ) s 2.
¡ 23n q 5
if n is odd
4~2 For all n G 1, l M , ) sŽ . Ž .n 23n q 4
if n is e¤en.¢ 4
Proof. Let UT be the algebra of 2 = 2 upper triangular matrices. It is2
² : w xw x Ž .easily seen that UT ( a, b, c : M. Since x , x x , x g Id M and2 1 2 3 4
Ž . ²w xw x: Ž . Ž .Id UT s x , x x , x then it follows that Id M s Id UT sT2 1 2 3 4 2
²w xw x: w xx , x x , x . The codimensions of UT can be deduced from 10T1 2 3 4 2
Ž . Ž . t nand we have that c M s c UT s a n 2 , for some constants a , t. Onn n 2
the other hand, by recalling that the multiplicities m are polynomiallyl, m
bounded, we get
c M F c M , ) s m d F a n¤ dŽ . Ž . Ý Ýn n l , m l , m l , m
< < < < < < < <l q m sn l q m sn
l F1, m F13 1
n XX¤ ¤q1 ¤ ns a n d d F a n d F a n 2 ,Ý Ýl m lž /< <l
< < < < l&nl q m sn
Ž .h l F2l F1, m F13 1
where the last inequality is deduced from the hook formula for the degrees
Ž .of the irreducible representations of the symmetry group. This proves 1 .
The second part of the Corollary is obtained by a direct calculation by
making use of Theorem 1.
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6. VARIETIES WITH ALMOST POLYNOMIAL GROWTH
In this section we shall be concerned with varieties of algebras with
involution and their growth. Recall that a variety V has almost polyno-
mial growth if V has exponential growth but any proper subvariety has
polynomial growth.
Ž .In the next result we shall prove that var M, ) is a variety with almost
polynomial growth.
Let V be a variety of algebras with involution; for every n G 1 we write
Ž . Ž . Ž .x V , ) s Ý m V , ) x , where m V , ) is the multiplic-n < l <q < m <sn l, m l, m l, m
Ž .ity of x in x V , ) .l, m n
THEOREM 3. Let V be a ¤ariety of algebras with in¤olution and suppose
Ž .that V m var M, ) .
< < < <Then there exists a constant N such that for all n and l q m s n we ha¤e
Ž .that m V , ) F N. Moreo¤er V has polynomial growth.l, m
Ž . < < < <Proof. Since V m var M, ) , then there exist l, m with l q m s n
Ž . Ž . Ž i. Ž i. Ž i. Ž .such that m V , ) - m M, ) . Let a , b , c , i s 0, . . . , q bel, m l, m p, q p, q p, q
the polynomials constructed in Lemma 1, Lemma 2, Lemma 3, respec-
tively. It follows that either
1 a aŽ i. s 0 mod Id M , ) , and a / 0 for some j orŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý i p , q j
i
2 b bŽ i. s 0 mod Id M , ) , and b / 0 for some j orŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý i p , q j
i
3 g cŽ i. s 0 mod Id M , ) , and g / 0 for some j.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý i p , q j
i
Recalling that
Ž i. i qyia y , y , z s y y ??? y z y ??? y y ,Ž . Ä Äp , q 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1^ ‘ _^ ‘ _
p p
w x Ž . Ž .if we substitute z with y , y , from relation 1 we obtain relation 22 1
Ý b bŽ i. s 0.i i p, q
Ž . Ž .Also from 3 we obtain 2 by substituting in
Ž i. i qyic s y y ??? y y y y y ??? y y ,Ã Ä Ã Äp , q 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 2 1^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
p y 1 p y 1
y with y2.3 1
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Ž .Suppose first that 2 holds. By recalling the definition of the polynomi-
Ž i. Ž .als b y , y we then getp, q 1 2
i qyiw xb y y ??? y y , y y ??? y y ’ 0.Ä ÄÝ i 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1
i
ŽHere and in the sequel, in order to simplify the notation, we shall write
Ž Ž .. .’ 0 instead of mod Id M, ) .
 4Let t s max i : b / 0 . By substituting y with y q y , the abovei 2 3 4
polynomial becomes
&
t qytw xb y y ??? y y q y , y y q y ??? y q y yŽ .Ä Ž .t 1 1 1 3 4 1 3 4 3 4 1
&
i qyiw xq b y y ??? y y q y , y y q y ??? y q y y ’ 0.Ž .ÄÝ Ž .i 1 1 1 3 4 1 3 4 3 4 1
i-t
We now consider the homogeneous component g of degree 1 in y and we4
substitute in g, y with y2 and y with y . We obtain the polynomial3 1 4 2
t 2 2 qytw xf y , y s b y y ??? y y , y y ??? y yŽ . Ä Ä1 2 t 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
i 2 2 qyiw xq b y y ??? y y , y y ??? y y ’ 0.Ä ÄÝ i 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
i-t
Ž . Ž .Let N s 3 p q q y 1 s deg f y , y . Since f y , y ’ 0 is a )-identity1 2 1 2
for M and b / 0, we can writet
tq2Ž py1.w x py1qqyt X i w x Ny iy2b y y , y y ’ b y y , y y .Ýt 1 2 1 1 i 1 2 1 1
Ž .i-tq2 py1
By writing this out explicitly we get
b y tq2 py1 y y Ny ty2 p ’ g y i y y Ny iy1 ,Ýt 1 2 1 i 1 2 1
i-tq2 py1
for some coefficients g g F.i
w x ww x x 2 2If we now identify y s z, y , since z, y , y s zy y 2 y zy q y z2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
we get
b y tq2 pzy Ny ty2 p ’ g X y i zy Ny i.Ýt 1 1 i 1 1
i-tq2 p
If we set M s t q 2 p, the outcome of this is
y M xy NyM ’ d X y i xy Ny i 3Ž .Ý1 1 i 1 1
i-M
for some d g F where x is either a symmetric or a skew variable.i
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Ž .We shall prove that for any partitions l, m, m U, ) F N. By Theo-l, m
Ž .rem 2, it is enough to consider the cases when either l s p q q, p ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .m s 1 or l s p q q, p , m s B or l s p q q, p, 1 , m s B.
Ž .Suppose for instance that l s p q q, p, 1 and m s B. Notice that
q y² : ² :x s y ??? y y y y y ??? y g F X , ) or F X , )Ã Ä Ã Ä1 1 1 2 3 2 2^ ‘ _ ^ ‘ _
p y 1 p y 1
according as p is even or odd, respectively. Hence if q G N, we can apply
Ž . Ž i. Ž .the relation 3 to any polynomial c y , y , y such that i G M. We getp, q 1 2 3
that
cŽ i. ’ d cŽ j. .Ýp , q j p , q
j-M
Ž . Ž .Since m V , ) F m M, ) F q q 1, in any case it follows thatl, m l, m
Ž .m V , ) F N. The other cases are treated similarly by using relationl, m
Ž .3 .
We next prove that the variety V has polynomial growth. By multilin-
Ž .earizing the relation 3 we obtain
y ??? y zy ??? yÝ 1s Ž1. 1s ŽM . 1s ŽMq1. 1s ŽN .
sgSN
s d y ??? y zy ??? y ,Ý Ý i 1s Ž1. 1s Ž i. 1s Ž iq1. 1s ŽN .
i-M sgSn
where the y 's are new symmetric variables.i j
We now multiply this expression on the right by y ??? y and alter-21 2 M
nate y with y for i s 1, . . . , M. Since by Remark 2, any symmetric1 i 2 i
Ž .variables to the right and to the left of z can be reordered, we get that
y y ??? y zy y ??? y y ??? y ’ 0.Ã Ä Ã Ä11 12 1 M 21 22 2 M 1 Mq1 1 N
If we multiply on the left by y ??? y and alternate y with y for2 Mq1 2 N 1 j 2 j
all j s M q 1, . . . , N we obtain
y y ??? y zy y ??? y ’ 0.Ã Ä Ã Ä11 12 1 N 21 22 2 N
This proves that the irreducible S 2 = S -character corresponding to theN 1
Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .pair of partitions l s N , m s 1 participates into the N q 1 th
Ž .2)-cocharacter of V with zero multiplicity, i.e., m V , ) s 0.ŽŽN ., Ž1..
w xIf we substitute z with y , y , or with y y y , as before, we1 Nq1 2 Nq1 1 2 3
obtain
w xy y ??? y y , y y y ??? y ’ 0Ã Ä Ã Ä11 12 1 N 1 Nq1 2 Nq1 21 22 2 N
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or
y y ??? y y y y y y ??? y ’ 0.Ã Ä Ã Ä11 12 1 N 1 Nq1 2 Nq1 3 Nq1 21 22 2 N
Ž . Ž .2 2As before we obtain m V , ) s 0 or m V , ) s 0.ŽŽNq1. , B. ŽŽŽ Nq1. , 1., B.
Ž .The outcome of this is that if l, m is a pair of partitions such that
l G N q 2 then the corresponding polynomials aŽ i. , bŽ i. , cŽ i. are )-2 p, q p, q p, q
Ž .identities of V for all i s 0, . . . , q and m V , ) s 0. Recalling Theo-l, m
rem 2, it follows that if x participates in the )-cocharacters withl, m
nonzero multiplicity then l must contain at most N q 1 boxes before the
< <first row and m F 1.
Therefore we have
x V , ) s m x .Ž . Ýn l , m l , m
< < < <l q m sn
< <l yl FNq11
< <m F1
w xBy 5 it follows that V has polynomial growth.
Ž .ULet G s F [ F be the algebra with exchange involution a, b s2
Ž . w x Ž .b, a . In 5 it was proved that var G , ) has almost polynomial growth.2
In the next result we shall prove that, in the finite dimensional case over
Ž . Ž .an algebraically closed field, actually var G , ) and var M, ) are the only2
two varieties with almost polynomial growth.
THEOREM 4. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er
Ž .the algebraically closed field F. Then var A, ) does not ha¤e polynomial
Ž . Ž .growth if and only if either G g var A, ) or M g var A, ) .2
Ž .Proof. Suppose first that var A, ) does not have polynomial growth.
Žw x.By the Wedderburn]Malcev 2, Theorem 72.19 we can write A s B q J
where B is a maximal semisimple subalgebra of A and J s JU is the
w x UJacobson radical of A. By 7 we may assume that B s B and we can
write A s B [ ??? [ B q J where the B 's are )-simple algebras. Since F1 t i
Ž .is algebraically closed this means that either B ( M F , the algebra ofi m
Ž . Ž .o pm = m matrices over F with induced involution or B ( M F [ M Fi k k
Ž .U Ž .with exchange involution a, b s b, a .
Ž .Let us assume first that there exists j such that B ( M F and m ) 1.j m
If B has symplectic involution then e F [ e F with induced involutionj 11 22
Ž .is isomorphic to G and so e F [ e F ( G : M F it follows that2 11 22 2 m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Id A, ) : Id B , ) : Id G , ) ; so, G g var A, ) and we are done inj 2 2
this case. If B has transpose involution, an inspection of the basis of thej
Ž . Ž w x.identities of M F see 11 shows that they are consequences of2
Ž . Ž .Id G , ) . Hence also in this case G g var A, ) and we are done.2 2
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If, on the other hand, A contains some )-simple, nonsimple component
Ž . Ž .o pB ( M F [ M F then clearly G g B and the theorem is provedj k k 2 j
also in this case.
Therefore we may assume that A s F [ ??? [ F q J and FU s F ( F1 t i i
 Ž .4 w xfor all i s 1, . . . , t. Since c A, ) is not polynomially bounded, by 7 ,n nG1
there exist two simple components, say F and F such that F JF / 0.1 2 1 2
Let d g J be such that 1 d1 / 0, where 1 and 1 are the unit elements1 2 1 2
of F and F , respectively. Define AX s F [ F q J, an algebra with1 2 1 2
involution.
X Xt tq1 tq1Let t G 1 be such that d g J and d f J and set A s A rJ . We
Xcan write A s B [ B q J where B ( B ( F and J is the Jacobson1 2 1 2
X Xtq1radical of A . Notice that since J is stable under ), A has induced
involution. Write a s 1 , b s 1 for the images of 1 and 1 , respectively.1 2 1 2
U UThen, if we let c s 1 d1 we get c s 1 d 1 . We now define the algebra1 2 2 1
U 4M s Span a, b, c, c ; then dim M s 4 and it is easy to check that M hasF
the following multiplication table
Ua b c c
a a 0 c 0
Ub 0 b 0 c
c 0 c 0 0
U Uc c 0 0 0
Ž . Ž .Hence M ( M. This implies that Id M, ) = Id A, ) and so, M g
Ž .var A, ) .
Ž . Ž .The vice versa follows easily since var G , ) and var M, ) have both2
exponential growth.
COROLLARY 2. Let A be a finite dimensional algebra with in¤olution o¤er
 Ž .4a field F. Then the sequence of )-codimension c A, ) either hasn nG1
polynomial growth or exponential growth.
Proof. Notice that the )-codimensions do not change by extending the
base field. The proof then follows from the previous theorem since G and2
M have both exponential growth.
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